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A first-principles potential energy surface for Eley–Rideal reaction
dynamics of H atoms on Cu „111…
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We have performed first-principles total-energy calculations of low-dimensional sections of the
electronically adiabatic potential energy surface~PES! that are relevant for the Eley–Rideal~ER!
reaction of H atoms on a rigid Cu~111! surface. These calculations were performed within
density-functional theory using a plane-wave and pseudopotential method and the generalized
gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation energy. The calculated energy points for
various configurations of one and two atoms on the Cu~111! surface were used to construct a model
PES that can be used in ER reaction dynamics calculations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, we have witnessed a trem
dous progress in understanding the detailed mechanisms
pathways behind simple surface reactions.1,2 This progress
has been made possible by recent advances both in ex
ments and theory. On the experimental side, the developm
of molecular beam scattering experiments and laser te
niques have now reached a stage where it is possible to s
reaction probabilities as a function of the state of the re
tants and also to interrogate the state of the product.3 On the
theoretical side, the development of the generalized grad
approximation~GGA!4 for the exchange-correlation func
tional in density functional theory~DFT! and efficient algo-
rithms for the solution of the Kohn–Sham equations in DF
GGA based on the plane-wave and pseudopotential met5

have made it possible to calculate reactive parts of electr
cally adiabatic potential energy surfaces for simple m
ecules on surfaces with useful accuracy for reaction dyn
ics calculations. Another important advance has been
development of pseudospectral methods6 for the solution of
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. A prerequisite fo
these total energy and dynamics calculations has been
ever-increasing availability of fast computers with lar
memory capabilities. A prime example of all this progress
provided by the experimental and theoretical study of
activated dissociation of hydrogen molecules on cop
surfaces.1,7 The dissociation probability has been measu
as a function of kinetic energy, vibrational, and rotation
states of the molecule.7,8 These results have been rationaliz
and understood from quantum and molecular dynam
calculations1,9–16 using model potential energy surfac
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~PESs! that have been constructed from DFT-GG
calculations.13,17–19 In particular, a few groups have suc
ceeded in performing quantum dynamics calculations of
dissociation dynamics that treat all six degrees of freed
for the molecule.20–23

Another example of an interesting surface react
mechanism that has recently been studied by dynamics m
surements and calculations is the Eley–Rideal~ER! reaction
pathway in which an incident species reacts directly with
adsorbate to form a product molecule that promptly lea
the surface. Also in this case, hydrogen on copper has
come a model system for the study of this reaction. In p
ticular, the molecular beam studies by Rettner a
Auerbach24–27of the reaction of incident H~D! atoms with a
D~H!-covered Cu~111! surface have provided state-resolv
product distributions. Several quasiclassical and quan
molecular dynamics calculations of this reaction have b
performed using various models of the PES.28–35Similar cal-
culations have also been performed by Kratzer a
co-workers36–38on tungsten and Si surfaces. Much has be
learned about the reaction dynamics for hydrogen atoms
copper from these calculations but the construction of
reactive part of these model PESs has so far been semiem
ical except for a recent construction of H atoms on a Si~001!
surface.38 Thus, there is a need to perform DFT-GGA calc
lations of the reactive parts of PES for two H atoms
Cu~111! that are relevant for the ER, which can be used
assess these model PESs. In principle, it is the same
dimensional PES that governs both the dissociative and
ER reactions but the corresponding reaction pathways pr
vastly different parts of the PES.

In this paper, we present results from such fir
principles calculations of four two-dimensional sections
the PES that are relevant for the ER reaction of two H ato
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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on Cu~111!. One important aim of these calculations besid
understanding the topography and assessing previous s
empirical PESs has been the construction of a model P
from the calculated sections of the PES that can be use
reaction dynamics calculation. To this end, we have a
performed DFT-GGA calculations for the attractive bran
of the potential energy curves of an H atom in four sites
the Cu~111! surface and also for the binding energy curve
the isolated molecule. For a proper treatment of
asymptotic part of the interactions of the H atom in the
various situations, we have included spin polarization
these DFT-GGA calculations. Our model PES is based o
corrugated London–Eyring–Polyani–Sato LEPS-PES
which the attractive part of the Morse potential has be
modified to give a good representation of the attractive p
of the calculated potential energy curves for the H–H and
particular, the H–Cu interaction. Some of these results
the first-principles PES and a first attempt to construc
corrugated LEPS-PES have been reported elsewhere.39

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, w
present some details behind our DFT-GGA calculations w
results detailed in Sec. III A. The form of the modified Mor
potentials and the corrugated LEPS-PES are both detaile
Sec. II B and contour plots of various sections of this mo
PES are presented in Sec. III B. In Sec. IV, we discuss
topography of the various sections of the first-princip
PES, the quality of the developed model PES, and relate
results to previous semiempirical PESs. Finally, we g
some concluding remarks and a summary in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

A. Some details of the total-energy calculations

Our calculations of the total energy for various config
rations of one or two H atoms on a Cu~111! surface were
based on the density functional scheme using the GGA4 for
the exchange correlation energy. The total energy was c
puted in a super cell geometry using a plane wave
pseudopotential code.40 In this code, the Kohn–Sham equ
tions were solved by a combination of a conjugate grad
method5 and a damped density mixing method.41

The first step in the calculations is the definition of t
super cell geometry. The Cu~111! surface was represented
the super cell by a slab of four atomic layers in an ABC
stacking and the vacuum region was six layers thick. E
substrate layer contained three Cu atoms and the lattice
rameter of the slab was 3.56 Å. The lateral distance betw
a H atom in the cell and its periodic image is about 4.4
We have considered four sets of configurations of two
atoms and of a single H atom in the cell, respectively. T
sets of configurations for the two H atoms are displayed
Fig. 1 and are referred to as the collinear~C!, quasicollinear
~QC!, hollow-hollow planar~HHP!, and hollow-top planar
~HTP! sets. The sets of configurations for the single H at
include the so-called fcc configuration of the hollow si
bridge site, top site, and the site located half way betwee
top and a hollow site. The various fragment energies suc
the total energies of the isolated H atom, H2 molecule, and
s
mi-
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Cu~111! surface were obtained from separate calculations
the same super cell.

The form of the pseudopotentials and the size of
plane wave basis set are crucial ingredients of the calc
tions. The ion cores of the Cu atoms were represented by
fully separable pseudopotential of Troullier and Martins42

which includes the 3d states as valence states. The hydrog
atom was represented by its bare Coulomb potential.
plane wave set was cut off at a kinetic energy of 50 Ry. T
surface Brillouin zone was sampled by 54 specialk points
with six points in the irreducible wedge for the colline
configurations of two H atoms and for the hollow configur
tions of a single H atom, whereas the remaining configu
tions were sampled by 15 points in the irreducible wed
The present set of computational parameters has been ch
following the findings in Refs. 17 and 13.

In the case of the isolated H atom and the H2 molecule,
we performed some convergence test calculations u
plane wave sets up to a cutoff energy of 80 Ry and up to
k points. For the standard cutoff of 50 Ry, we find that
enlarging the lateral linear dimensions of the supercell
50% the total energy of the H2 molecule changes with les
than 0.007 eV. The fact that the interactions between
periodic images of the H2 molecule are negligible for this
larger cell is demonstrated by the result that the total ene
of the molecule changes with less than 0.004 eV when us
only theG point. For the values of 50, 60, 70, and 80 Ry f
the cutoff, the calculated energies of the spin-polarized
atom are213.542, 213.555, 213.572, and213.584 eV,
respectively, and the corresponding potential energiesVm(r
50.75 Å) are 4.471, 4.499, 4.508, and 4.516 eV, resp

FIG. 1. Definition of the two-dimensional sets of configurations of the t
H atoms on the Cu~111! surface:~a! collinear set~C!, ~b! quasicollinear set
~QC!, ~c! hollow-hollow planar set~HHP!, ~d! hollow-top ~HT! set. The H
atoms are indicated by small solid circles and the Cu atoms by big o
circles. Both a side and a top view of each configuration is displayed.
relevant coordinates are also indicated for each configuration. In~c! and~d!
H atom ‘‘1’’ is fixed in the chemisorption minimum for a single H atom o
Cu~111!, that is, the fcc configuration of the hollow site and a distance
about 0.95 Å from the surface plane.
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tively. These values for the H atom are in good agreem
with the value of213.59 eV obtained by Seminario43 using
an extensive atomic-like basis set. Thus, we believe t
these calculated energies are well converged.

FIG. 2. Calculated potential energy curves for H2. The potential energies
Vm(r ) as a function of the interatomic distance,r have been extracted from
spin-polarized GGA~open circles! and nonpolarized GGA calculations
~solid circles! of the total energy of H2. Vm(r ) is defined in Eq.~3.1!. The
solid line is the result of a global fit to a modified Morse potential defined
Eq. ~2.1! and with parameters tabulated in Table II. The dashed line is
result of an ‘‘exact’’ ground state calculation by Kolos and Wolniewic
~Ref. 48!.

FIG. 3. Calculated potential energy curves for H on various sites of
Cu~111! surface. The potential energy curvesVa(z) for the hollow site
~solid circles!, bridge site~solid squares!, site located half way between
hollow and top site~solid diamonds!, and top site~crosses! as a function of
the distancez have been extracted from GGA post LDA calculations of th
total energy of H on Cu~111!. The result from spin-polarized GGA calcula
tions for the hollow site is indicated by open circles.Va(r ) is defined in Eq.
~3.2!. The solid lines are the result of a global fit of the calculated energ
to a modified Morse potential defined in Eq.~2.1! and with parameters
tabulated in Table II.
nt

at To save computer time, we have performed most of
spin-unpolarized calculations in GGA post local density a
proximation ~LDA !, that is, self-consistently in the LDA
with gradient corrections calculated from the LDA densiti
using GGA.4 This approach may in some cases cause pr
lems as discussed by Fuchs and co-workers44 but in our case
there is no such problems for the H atoms because we us
unscreened Coulomb potential and it is not critical for the
atoms because the Cu substrate is kept static. All s
polarized calculations, except some test GGA calculation
the accuracy of GGA post LDA, were performed se
consistently in the GGA. The electronic temperature was
eV and the energy was extrapolated to zero temperature
standard manner.45 Most of the calculations were performe
in parallel overk points on the SP2 machine at ‘‘paralle
datorcentrum’’ ~PDC!, Stockholm. All our calculated tota
energies are presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

B. Model potential energy surfaces

The construction of a multidimensional model potent
energy surface that can be used in dynamics calculat
from the calculated total energies is in general a daun
task and is a subject of current research. Here we have b
our construction on a LEPS-like model PES that is bo
simple and chemically sound. The LEPS-PES was fi
adapted to reactions at surfaces by McCreery and Wolke46

and has been widely used.
We have made a modification of the standard LEPS-P

used in surface problems by improving the description of
PES for the fragments. The standard LEPS-PES is base

e

e

s

FIG. 4. Contour plot of calculated potential energy surfaces for~a! the
collinear and~b! the quasicollinear configurations. These two configuratio
are defined in Fig. 1:r 5z22z1 and Z5(z11z2)/2. Note that the contour
plot in ~a! is based on an irregular grid of 100 points, whereas in~b! the grid
is regular and contains 56 points. The level spacing is 0.2 eV and the ra
are from 0 to 2.2 eV in~a! and from 0 to 2.0 eV in~b!.
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a Morse potential for the description of the intramolecu
interaction and for the interaction of single atoms with t
surface. We have developed a modified Morse potential
gives a much better representation of the attractive branc
these interactions. The generic form of this potential is giv
by

Vs~r !5ds$exp@22as~r 2r s0!#22 f s~r !

3exp@2as~r 2r s0!#%, ~2.1!

f s~r !5expS 2
ãs~r 2r s0!

11exp@2bsas~r 2r sa!# D , ~2.2!

wheres5a or m and corresponds to the single atom surfa
and the isolated molecule case, respectively. The func
f s(r ) contains a switching function in the exponent th
causes the exponential decay of the attractive branch
switch from exp(2ar) to exp@2(a1ã)r# in the region
around r sa . Note that r s0 is close to the position of the
potential energy minimum for large values ofbsas(r sa

2r s0).
To account for the surface corrugation of the calcula

PES for the single H atom on the Cu~111! surface, we have
corrugated the potential parameters ofVa(r ) by making an
expansion in a Fourier series over surface reciprocal lat
vectors. Using the symmetry of the~111! surface layer, it is
possible to group sets of terms in the Fourier series w
equivalent coefficients. For instance, in the case of the
tential parameterda , the resulting expansion is given by

da~R!5(
i

dihi~R!. ~2.3!

For all potential parameters, we have kept the four low
order terms in this expansion and they are given by

h0~R!51,

h1~R!5cos~2G0y!12 cos~G1x!cos~G0y!,
~2.4!

h2~R!5cos~2G1x!12 cos~G1x!cos~3G0y!,
th
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h3~R!5cos~4G0y!12 cos~2G1x!cos~2G0y!,

whereR5(x,y), the origin is at top site, thex direction is
along top site to the bridge site,G052p/()a), G1

5)G0 , anda is the nearest neighbor distance between t
surface atoms. These four terms correspond to 19 term
the original Fourier series.

Based on these modified Morse potentials for the fr
ments, we make an analogous construction of the LEPS-
model PES,V(r1 ,r2) as was done for the standard LEP
PES. In terms of the positionsr1 andr2 for the two H atoms,
this potential is defined as

FIG. 5. Contour plot of calculated potential energy surfaces for~a! hollow–
hollow and~b! the hollow–top configurations. These two configurations a
defined in Fig. 1.dHB is the distance between hollow and bridge site,dHB

50.73 Å. Note that both contour plot are based on regular grids with
points in~a! and 37 points in~b!. The level spacing is 0.2 eV and the rang
is from 0 to 2.0 eV in both~a! and ~b!.
V~r1 ,r2!5Ua~r1!1Ua~r2!1Um~r !2AQm~r !21@Qa~r1!1Qa~r2!#22Qm~r !@Qa~r1!1Qa~r2!#, ~2.5!
the

the
a
S-
in
where r 5ur12r2u. The termsUs and Qs are now con-
structed from the repulsive and attractive branches of
modified Morse potential in a manner analogous to the s
dard LEPS-PES and they are defined as:

Us~r s!5
1

4~11Ds!
ds$~31Ds!exp@22as~r s2r s0!#

2~216Ds! f s~r s!exp@2as~r s2r s0!#%,
~2.6!

Qs~r s!5
1

4~11Ds!
ds$~113Ds!exp@22as~r s2r s0!#

2~612Ds! f s~r s!exp@2as~r s2r s0!#%,
e
n-

wherer m[r is the H–H internuclear distance andr a[z1 or
z2 are the distances of atoms 1 and 2, respectively, above
surface plane. By this constructionV(r1 ,r2) reduces to
modified Morse potentials, Eq.~2.1!, for the fragments.
Whenr is large,V(r1 ,r2) reduces toVa(r1)1Va(r2), where
Va5Ua1Qa and it reduces toVm(r )5Um(r )1Qm(r ) for
large distancesz1 andz2 from the surface.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we present our calculated results of
total energy for various configurations of two H atoms on
Cu~111! surface, and the construction of a corrugated LEP
PES from these total energies. An important ingredient
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this construction is the results for the total energy of an i
lated H2 molecule and of a single H atom in various sites
the Cu~111! surface.

A. Calculated potential energy surfaces

1. The isolated H 2 molecule

In Fig. 2, we show our calculated potential ener
curvesVm(r ) for the isolated H2 molecule as a function o
the interatomic distancer. The potential energyVm(r ) is
defined as

Vm~r !5EH–H~r !22EH , ~3.1!

where EH–H(r ) is the total energy of the molecule usin
either spin-polarized or nonpolarized GGA andEH is the
total energy of the isolated H atom using spin-polariz
GGA. The values that we obtain for the potential ener
minimum 2Dm and its positionr m0 and the vibrational en-
ergy\v0 in the harmonic approximation from a quadratic
to the three lowest energy points are shown in Table I. T
calculations by Seminario43 and Perdew and co-workers47

give somewhat differing values forDm . As shown in Table
I, the value from the latter calculation is in good agreem
with our calculated value but in comparison with the ‘‘e
act’’ ground state calculations by Kolos and Wolniewicz48

our value forDm is about 5% smaller.
The comparison in Fig. 2 between the results forVm(r )

from spin-polarized and unpolarized calculations dem
strates the importance of including spin polarization to o
tain a good description of the dissociation limit. The diss
ciation energy differs by more than 2 eV in these two cas
In the ranger *1.8 Å, the inclusion of spin polarization pro
duces a broken symmetry solution in which the orbitals w
different spins evolve asymptotically into two separate Hs
orbitals. The fact that this solution gives a much better
scription of the binding energy for H2 in various local ap-
proximations of the exchange-correlation energy in den
functional theory is well known and has been widely d
cussed in the literature.49 The appearance of spin polarizatio
and its effect onVm(r ) are found to be rather abrupt aroun
r 51.8 Å. As shown in Fig. 2, the result forVm(r ) from the
‘‘exact’’ ground state calculation48 shows that this effect on
Vm(r ) is somewhat more abrupt than the exactVm(r ), and
that overall, Vm(r ) is relatively well represented by th
GGA.

TABLE I. Calculated and experimental potential energy parameters fo
isolated H2 molecule.2Dm is the energy at the potential energy minimum
r m and\v0 is the vibrational energy in the harmonic approximation. In t
present work, these values are based on a quadratic fit to the three lo
energy points. The other calculated values are taken from Perdewet al.
~Ref. 47! and Seminario~Ref. 43!. The ‘‘exact’’ values are taken from
Kolos and Wolniewicz~Ref. 48!.

Dm ~eV! r m0 ~Å! \v0 ~eV!

Present work 4.48 0.76 0.556
Perdewet al. 4.55 ¯ ¯

Seminario 4.78 0.749 ¯

‘‘Exact’’ 4.748 0.741 0.548
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2. A single H atom on Cu(111)

An important region of the interaction of a single H ato
with a Cu~111! surface for ER reaction dynamics that has n
been studied before by total energy calculations is the reg
well outside the local potential energy minimum. In Fig.
we show the calculated energy curvesVa(z) for a single H
atom in four different sites on Cu~111! as a function of the
distance z from the surface layer that includes th
asymptotic region. This potential energy is defined as

Va~z!5EH/Cu~z!2EH2ECu, ~3.2!

where EH/Cu(z) is the total energy of the H atom on th
Cu~111! surface andECu is the total energy of the isolate
slab. The total energies for the H atom close to the surf
and around the equilibrium position are taken from the GG
post LDA calculations by Stro¨mqvist and co-workers,50 and
the total energies for most of the remaining configuratio
were calculated in this work using GGA post LDA. The
noted that fcc and hcp configurations of hollow sites g
essentially identical results for the total energies in the reg
outside the surface. Therefore, we have only shown in Fig
the results for the fcc configuration of the hollow site. A
shown in this figure, the calculatedVa(z) in GGA post LDA
converges asymptotically to a single potential energy cu
but gives the wrong dissociation limit in a similar manner
the isolated hydrogen molecule.

To describe the dissociation limit properly, we have c
culatedEH/Cu(z) using spin-polarized GGA in the asymptot
region for the hollow site. The resulting potential ener
curve obtained from Eq.~3.2! using the unpolarized GGA
value for ECu and the spin-polarized GGA value forEH is
shown in Fig. 3. As expected, this curve shows the pro
dissociation limit. We find that the spin polarization starts
notably effectVa(z) first atz52.3 Å where the net spin~the
difference between the number of electrons with spin-up
-down, respectively! is about 0.23. Atz53.2 Å where the
net spin is about 0.84, we are already very close to the
sociation limit where the net spin is unity for the isolated
atom.

3. Two H atoms on Cu(111)

We have calculated four two-dimensional sections of
potential energy surface that we believe are relevant for
ER reaction of an incident H atom with an adsorbed H at
on Cu~111!. The corresponding configurations are display
in Fig. 1 and are referred to as the C, QC, HHP, and H
sets.

In Fig. 4~a! we have rendered a contour plot of our ca
culated potential energiesV(r ,z) for the set of collinear con-
figurations of two H atoms on Cu~111! as defined in Fig. 1.
The relative coordinater of the two H atoms at distancesz1

and z2 from the surface plane is defined asr 5z22z1 and
Z5(z21z1)/2 is the mid-point coordinate. The potential e
ergy V(r ,z) is defined as

V~r ,z!5EH1H/Cu~z1 ,z2!2EH–H~r m0!2ECu, ~3.3!

where EH1H/Cu(z1 ,z2), EH–H, and ECu are the calculated
total energies for the two H atoms on the Cu~111! slab, the
isolated H2 molecule at the potential energy minimum, an

n

est
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TABLE II. Modified Morse potential energy parameters as extracted from the DFT-GGA calculations. All
parameters were obtained by a least square fit of the modified. Morse potential, Eqs.~2.1! and~2.2!, to potential
energy curves calculated using DFT-GGA. For the molecule, the range of calculated interatomic distanc
from 0.4 to 3 Å. For hollow and bridge sites the fits were limited to the region 0.4 Å outside the surface
In all cases, the potential parameterbs54. The errors in the rms sense are also indicated in eV. The units
eV for ds and Å for r s0 and r sa and Å21 for as and ãs .

s ds r s0 as ãs r sa rms

m 4.505 0.754 2.11 1.1507 1.5 0.0020
a:hollow 2.334 0.916 1.189 1.1337 1.9 0.0011
a:bridge 2.155 1.013 1.180 1.2442 1.92 0.0017
a:top 1.775 1.517 1.758 1.0632 2.0 0.0001
a:hollow/top 1.862 1.335 1.44 1.1322 1.95 0.0016
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Sato
the isolated Cu~111! slab, respectively. These total ener
terms have been generated from both~unpolarized! GGA
post LDA and spin-polarized GGA calculations depend
on the region of coordinate space. In the regionr &1.4 Å, we
find no spin polarization and the calculations of the vario
total energy terms in Eq.~3.3! are based on GGA post LDA
For a few of these configurations, we have also perform
GGA calculations to test the accuracy of GGA post LD
calculations and we find typically a minor difference abo
0.03 eV forV(r ,z) between GGA post LDA and GGA.

In the region r *1.4 Å, we find that a spin-polarize
solution of GGA gives a lowerEH1H/Cu than the nonpolar-
ized solution. The former solution has a net spin polarizat
which rapidly goes to unity for increasingr corresponding to
a spin-polarized H atom in the region where no apprecia
spin polarization of the other H atom is expected~i.e. z1

&2.3 Å). The energyEH1H/Cu(z1 ,z2) of this solution also
goes rapidly to the correct dissociation limit:EH1H/Cu

→EH/Cu1EH . We find that our calculated value of 2.09 e
for the potential energy release

DV5V~z15r a0 ,z2→`! ~3.4!

is close to the value of 2.11 eV obtained for the sum of
fragment energiesEH/Cu(r a0)2EH2ECu in GGA post LDA.
Note that an unpolarized GGA calculation ofEH1H/Cu gives a
value forDV that would be about 1 eV larger than in spi
polarized GGA.

For the remaining three sets of configurations, all co
figurations are located in a region,r &1.5 Å or z1 and z2

&2.3 Å, where the effects of any spin polarization on t
energy are negligible. The potential energy of a configurat
in any of these three sets has been defined in the same
ner as for the collinear set in Eq.~3.3! and all total energy
terms have been calculated using GGA post LDA. The c
tour plot of the potential energy of the quasicollinear co
figuration has been rendered in Fig. 4~b!, whereas the con
tour plots of the PES for the hollow–hollow and the hollow
top planar configurations have been rendered in Figs.~a!
and 5~b!, respectively.

B. Construction of a model potential energy surface

The construction of our model PES from the firs
principles PES for the various configurations of a single
atom and two H atoms on Cu~111! is based on the corrugate
s
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LEPS-PES defined in Sec. II B. This model PES is based
modified Morse potentials for the isolated molecule and
single H atom on Cu~111!.

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 the modified Morse potenti
defined in Eq.~2.1!, gives an excellent fit both to the calcu
lated Vm(r ) for the isolated H2 molecule and to the calcu
lated Va(z) for the single H atom in the four sites on th
Cu~111! surface. As shown in Table II, the root-mean-squa
~rms! error is typically at most 2 meV. All the deduced po
tential parameters are also shown in Table II. Note that in
fit to the hollow and the bridge sites we have closed
subsurface absorption channel by excluding the points in
region z&0.4 Å. In the asymptotic region where the tot
energy calculations for the hollow site show that spin pol
ization is important, we have fitted this asymptotic bran
for all sites. The four coefficients in the expansion, Eq.~2.3!,
of the potential parameters forVa(z) are uniquely deter-
mined from the four sites by a linear transformation.

We have determined the Sato parameters,Da and Dm

defined in Eq.~2.6! by a least square fit of our model LEPS
PES, to be the calculated energy points for the four tw
dimensional sections ofV(r1 ,r2). The resulting values for
Da andDm are shown in Table III. The values for the Sa
parameters that we use in our construction are obtained f
a global fit to all four sets of energy points and are a
tabulated in Table III. In Figs. 6 and 7, we have render
contour plots of the resulting model PES. We will discuss
quality of this PES in Sec. IV.

TABLE III. Sato parameters of the modified and corrugated LEPS-P
These parameters were determined by a least square fit of the LEPS-P
the two-dimensional discrete sets of energy points as calculated by D
GGA for the configurations defined in Fig. 1. The rms errors are also in
cated. The results from a global fit to all sets are also included. The va
within the parenthesis refer to the rms error for each set using the
parameters obtained from the global fit.

Sets Da Dm rms ~eV!

C 0.031 20.075 0.20~0.20!
QC 0.023 20.116 0.15~0.15!
HHP 20.015 20.095 0.14~0.15!
HTP 20.022 20.073 0.08~0.09!

Global 0.02 20.10 0.16
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the topography of the secti
of the first-principles PES, which all are relevant for the E
reaction of H atoms on Cu~111!, and the quality of the de
veloped model PES. Previous semiempirical models of P
for this ER reaction are also discussed in relation to
first-principles PES.

The overall topography of the four two-dimensional se
tions of the first-principles PES is relatively simple. TheC
and QC sections of the PES in Fig. 4 show that there is
barrier for the ER reaction of an incident H atom with t
adsorbed H atom. These sections exhibit the character
feature of an attractive PES, a notion introduced by Poly
in his classical work:51 a large fraction of the potential en
ergy release is located in the entrance channel. A nat
configuration for the measure of the potential energy rele
in the entrance channel of theC section is provided by the
configurationr 5r m andz15zeq in which atom 1 is located a
the equilibrium position for a single H atom on the surfa
and the distance between atom 2 and 1 is the same a
equilibrium distance of H2. The potential energy of this con
figuration is about 1 eV, which is about 50% of the to
potential energy releaseDV of about 2.1 eV. An interesting
feature of theC section is the presence of a transition st
for subsurface absorption in which H atom 1 is located at
surface plane,z150.0 Å and H atom 2 is located a distanc
of about 1.25 Å from the surface plane.

An idea of the behavior of the entrance channel is p
vided by the HHP and HTP sections of the PES in Fig. 5
which atom 1 is located at the chemisorption minimum in

FIG. 6. Contour plots of the corrugated LEPS potential energy surface
~a! the collinear and~b! the quasicollinear configurations. The configur
tions are the same as rendered in Fig. 4 and use the same coordinate
corrugated LEPS potential energy surface is defined in Sec. II B and
parameters are tabulated in Tables II and III. The level spacing is 0.2 eV
the range is from 0 to 2.2 eV in~a! and from 0 to 2.0 eV in~b!.
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hollow site. These sections show that the incident H atom
attracted to the adsorbed H atom but switches to a repul
interaction between two adsorbed H atoms. For instance
the one-dimensional manifold of collinear configuration
x250.0, the configurationr 5r m andz5zeq is very close to
local minimum but this configuration is a saddle point b
cause it is a local maximum for the lateral motion of t
incident H atom. The HHP and HTP sections of the PES a
show that the effect of the surface corrugation starts to sh
up first at lateral distances of about the hollow-brid
distance—that is—;0.7 Å.

A qualitative understanding of the topography of the c
culatedC section of the PES can be obtained from a scrut
of the calculated electron density rearrangements in spac
Fig. 8 we have rendered such electron densitiesDn(x) for a
few characteristic configurations. The densityDn(x) is de-
fined as

Dn~x!5nH1H/Cu~x!2nCu~x!2(
i

ni~x!, ~4.1!

wherenH1H/Cu(x) is the total electron density,nCu(x) is the
electron density of the bare Cu slab, andni(x) is the electron
density of an isolated H atom at the position of atomi. First
we examineDn(x) in panel~a! of Fig. 8 for the configura-
tion of a single H atom at the equilibrium position in th
hollow ~fcc! site. The formation of a bond between the
atom and the Cu surface is clearly seen in the increas
Dn(x) in this region. As can be seen from the charge
rangements around the surface Cu atom, the Cud states are
also strongly involved in this bond. Panels~b! and~c! of Fig.
8 show the charge rearrangements in the presence of a
ond approaching H atom. As shown in panel~b! already at a

FIG. 7. Contour plots of the corrugated LEPS potential energy surfaces
~a! hollow–hollow and~b! hollow–top configurations. The configuration
are the same as rendered in Fig. 5 and use the same coordinates. Th
rugated LEPS potential energy surface is defined in Sec. II B and its pa
eters are tabulated in Tables II and III. The level spacing is 0.2 eV and
range is from 0 to 2.0 eV in both~a! and ~b!.
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relatively large distance of 1.35 Å a bond charge is built up
between the two atoms at the expense of the bond ch
between H atom 1 and the surface. This results in an att
tive interaction between the H atom and a weakening of
H-surface bond. This behavior is not unexpected for an
coming radical atom such as the open shell H atom and
plains why the PES is attractive in the entrance channel.
closer H–H distance of 0.75 Å a localized bonding charge i
built up between the two H atoms. An inspection of t
one-electron energy structure shows that this charge is
ated by filling two electrons into a localized state well belo
thed band. This bonding charge distribution is already sim
lar to the molecular bonding charge distribution, as can
seen from a comparison with the result in panel~d! where the
center-of-mass distance is 2.6 Å and the interatomic dista
is 0.8 Å. This closed shell results in a repulsive interaction
the H2 molecule with the surface from the orthogonalizati
of the metal orbitals to this molecular orbital. Thus this b
havior explains the repulsion in the exit channel of theC
section of the PES.

The presence of a subsurface absorption channel in
tion C of the PES is related to the direct subsurface abso
tion channel for the PES of a single H atom on Cu~111!. As
shown in Fig. 3 and as first reported by Stro¨mqvist and
co-workers,50 there is no energy barrier for an H atom inc
dent from the vacuum side to cross the surface plane in
vicinity of the hollow site. The minimum potential barrier
about 1.3 eV above the chemisorption minimum and is ab
1.1 eV below the vacuum energy. They found that this b
rier drops down by about 0.4 eV when allowing for rela

FIG. 8. Contour plots of electron density rearrangementsDn(x) for some
selected configurations of the collinear section of the PES:~a! a single H
atom at the equilibrium positionz150.95 Å from the surface,~b! a second
H atom at the positionz252.3 Å from the surface,~c! a second H atom at
the positionz251.7 Å from the surface, and~d! an H2 molecule with inter-
atomic distance 0.8 Å and a center-of-mass distance 2.6 Å from the sur
The lighter and darker contours than the grey background correspond
increase and a decrease of the electron density, respectively. The scale
absolute density is logarithmic.
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ation of the positions of the substrate atoms. The transi
state for the subsurface channel in sectionC of the PES is
about 0.1 eV below the chemisorption minimum and sho
that the incident H atom promotes absorption of the adsor
H atom. However, this absorption channel is located aw
from the minimum energy path from the reactants to
product, which suggests that it might be difficult to acce
Note that the subsurface absorption barrier increases rap
for smaller r because a molecular bond is formed betwe
the H atoms, which results in a repulsive interaction with t
Cu surface. The presence of this transition state shows
that the reverse process, the recombination of a subsurfa
atom with an adsorbed H atom on the rigid surface, has
lowest barrier when the adsorbed atom is displaced abou
Å from its equilibrium position towards the vacuum regio
We find that the recombination results in a potential ene
release that is almost as large as for the ER reaction. H
ever, for a proper description of these subsurface proces
it is necessary to perform total energy calculations that re
the positions of the substrate atoms. A similar process for
recombination of an adsorbed CH3 radical on Ni~111! with
an absorbed H atom has been identified experimentally
Ceyer and co-workers.52

It is not possible to make a direct comparison of t
first-principles sections of the PES for the interaction of tw
H atoms on the Cu~111! with experiments. However, ther
are two features of the PES for which we can make con
with the experiments. First, the potential energy releaseDV
of the ER reaction is related to the maximum internal ene
Emax of the product moleculeEmax5DV1E01Ki , whereE0

is the zero-point energy of the adsorbed atom, andKi is the
energy of the incident atom. Rettner and Auerbach25 find
from their state resolved molecular beam experiments
Emax is about 2.5 eV for HD molecules~including the zero-
point energy of about 0.23 eV! that are formed in an ER
reaction of an incident D beam with adsorbed H atoms
Cu~111!. In this experiment,Ki50.07 eV andE0 is esti-
mated from an analysis based on the harmonic approxi
tion of the measured vibrational energies of the adsorbe
atom by Lamont and co-workers53 to be about 0.16 eV. From
these values, we find thatDV is about 2.3 eV which is close
to the calculated value of 2.1 eV. Second, the PES sh
that the interaction between adsorbed H atoms is repuls
which is consistent with the observation that the maxim
stable coverage of H on Cu~111! is at most 2/3. We find tha
the repulsive interactions between H atoms in neighbor
hollow and bridge local minimum sites and in neighbori
hollow and hollow local minimum sites are about 1.6 and 0
eV, respectively.

Our model PES, based on a corrugated LEPS-PES, g
an excellent representation of the topography of the four s
tions of the first-principles PES. A direct comparison of t
C and QC sections of the first-principles and our model P
in Figs. 4 and 6, respectively, shows that these two PE
look very similar except for the subsurface channel in theC
section. In the construction of the model PES, we have
nored this channel in the PES for a single atom on
Cu~111! surface. As shown in Fig. 3, this latter PES
strictly repulsive close to the surface for all four sites. Th

ce.
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the
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enforced repulsive branch for the H–Cu interaction ma
the C and QC sections of the model PES more repulsive
the region where atom 1 comes close to the surface p
than in the first-principles PES. As can be seen from Ta
III, the least squares fit to each set of calculated ene
points gives similar values for the Sato parameters and
errors. This result gives us some confidence that our cho
form of model potential energy surface is appropriate. In
recent paper,39 we made a preliminary construction of a co
rugated LEPS-PES from the four calculated sections of
first-principles PES. An important difference between t
model PES and the present one is that the previous m
PES was based on Morse potentials for the representatio
the H–H and H–Cu~111! interactions. In particular, we find
from our new calculations that this representation of the
tractive branch of the H–Cu interaction is poor and results
a corrugated LEPS-PES that is too long ranged in the
trance channel. In the present version of the corruga
LEPS-PES, we have used a modified Morse potential
gives a much improved description of this branch of t
H–Cu interaction and results in a better description of
entrance channel for theC and QC sections and also for th
HHP and HTP sections of the first-principles PES. Thus,
believe from this overall comparison that our develop
model PES gives a sufficiently good representation of
PES that is useful in ER dynamics calculations.

Another indication of the quality of the present PES
provided by considering a two-dimensional section tha
relevant for dissociation of the molecule: the potential e
ergy as a function of the center-of-mass distance form
surface and the interatomic distance when the molecul
oriented parallel to surface above the bridge site with
hydrogen atoms pointing towards their chemisorption si
Our model PES gives a value of 0.54 eV and a posit
(r ,z)5(1.0, 1.2) Å for the activation barrier for dissociatio
These values are in excellent agreement with the corresp
ing first-principles values 0.54 eV and~1.1, 1.2! Å, calcu-
lated by Hammer and co-workers17 for the same set ofk
points.

Finally, we would like to stress that our calculated DF
GGA PES supports previous semiempirical models of
PES for the ER reaction of two hydrogen atoms on Cu~111!.
An early attempt by Persson and Jackson28 was based on a
flat-surface approximation—no surface corrugation of
H–Cu interaction. The choice of Morse potential paramet
for this interaction was guided by measured values for
H–Cu vibrational frequency and binding energy, and the v
ues for the Morse potential parameters for the isolated
drogen molecule was based on experiments. The resu
Morse potential for the H–Cu interaction turns out to give
good representation of the first-principles binding ene
curve around the chemisorption minimum for the hollo
site. The Sato parameters were chosen to reproduce th
cepted view of the activation barrier for dissociation bei
late in the entrance channel with a barrier of about 0.6
The chosen Sato parameters:Da50.2 andDm520.2 are
close to the values that we used in our previo
construction,39 Da50.1 and Dm520.2, and gives thus a
very similar topography of theC section. This PES was late
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refined by corrugating the LEPS potential with a corrugat
function for H–Cu Morse potential that was based on
DFT-GGA calculations50 for H on Cu~111!, and the same
values were kept for the Sato parameters.54 A corrugated
LEPS-PES was also constructed by Dai and Zhang12 in their
quantum dynamics study of dissociative adsorption of H2 on
Cu~111!. Their construction was partly based on the DF
GGA calculations by Hammer and co-workers17 but Dai and
Zhang were not certain that their choice of parameters
accurate or even consistent without sufficient first-princip
data. However, it turns out that their H–Cu potential is ve
similar to the Morse potentials over hollow, bridge, and t
sites that was based on first-principles data50 and that their
values for the Sato parameters,Da50.1 andDm520.15, are
close to values used in the LEPS-PES for the
reaction.31,39

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed first-principle total energy calcu
tions of low-dimensional sections of the electronically ad
batic PES that are relevant for the ER reaction of H atoms
a rigid Cu~111! surface. In this reaction pathway, an incide
H atom reacts directly with an adsorbed H atom to form a2

molecule that leaves the surface. These calculations w
performed within DFT using a plane-wave and pseudopot
tial method and the generalized gradient approximation
the exchange-correlation energy. To obtain a proper desc
tion of the dissociation limit of the various configuration
we included spin polarization in the calculations for the
configurations. The calculated energy points for various c
figurations of one and two atoms on the Cu~111! surface
were used to construct a model PES that can be used in
reaction dynamics calculations. This PES is based on a LE
construction in which both the H–Cu~111! interaction and
the H–H interactions are represented by modified Morse
tentials. The surface corrugation of the former interaction
modeled by a Fourier series expansion of the potential
rameters, which were determined from a fit to first-princip
total energy curves for the H atom in four different sites. T
two remaining Sato parameters of the LEPS-PES describ
the interaction between the H atoms in the presence of
surface were determined from a least square fit to the f
two-dimensional sections of the first-principle PES.

We find that the overall topography of the four sectio
of the first-principle PES is relatively simple. There is n
barrier for the ER reaction pathway, which has a large
tential energy release. In the notion introduced by Polya
the PES is attractive; that is, a large fraction of the poten
energy release is located in the entrance channel. These
features are in qualitative agreement with the large rovib
tional excitation observed for the HD product in molecu
beam scattering experiments of H~D! atoms from D~H!-
covered surfaces and the calculated energy release
quantitative agreement with the measured maximum ene
of the HD product. The first-principle PES supports quali
tively and even semiquantitatively previous semiempiri
PESs constructed for this reaction. One interesting featur
the PES that has not been anticipated by these semiemp
constructions is the presence of a subsurface channe
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which an adsorbed H atom is promoted by the inciden
atom to absorb in a subsurface state. This channel is
easily accessed in the ER pathways and in our construc
of the model PES, we have ignored this channel. Otherw
our model PES gives an excellent representation of the
pography of the first-principle PES, especially in the view
its small number of parameters. In particular, the use
Morse potential with a modified attractive branch gives
better representation of the interaction of the incident H at
with the surface and the adsorbed H atom than in previ
models. Thus we believe that our developed model P
gives a sufficiently good representation of the PES to
useful in ER reaction dynamics calculations.
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